THE ARENA OF PROTEST
AND THE REBIRTH OF PLACE

A localization of political participation after networks
Occupy the Internet: Exhibition

Opening simultaneously on over 130 websites

Participating artists:
- Ana Fernando
- Britt Dykstra
- Constant De Laet
- Tineke Philip
- Mark Jenkins
- I Am Quietly Do Not
- Jonas Penati & Chelsea Pickles
- Mathew Vickers
- Rafael cardenal
- Telecoma
- Claude Bollard
- Underground

Curated by Evan Roth
1. Space – the final frontier
Cyberspace –
and the information super highway
GOVERNEMENT, PATRONAT, NÉGOCIATIONS IMMÉDIATES AVEC LES SYNDICATS
AKTIV GEGEN NAZIS!
MIT EINEM KLIKLK BIST DU DABEI.
"When the power of love overcomes the love of power, the world will know peace."

KONY 2012
JOIN THE REVOLUTION.
WWW.KONY2012.COM

WATCH 30 MINUTE VIDEO ON INTERNET

BECOME SOCIAL ACTIVIST

SO YOU TELLIN' ME

SOME INTERNET HIPSTERS ARE GONNA SAVE ME FROM KONY?
Hybrid space –
the rebirth of place
Rachel Runner
Ran 2.26 miles with Nike. Cheer me on!
28 minutes ago Like · Comment

Norm Needless Info
Checked in at Regal Cinemas for Hansel & Gretel: Witch Hunter 3D with @bradbayou, @pixelstyx and 5 others on Foursquare.
3 hours ago Like · Comment

"Maps" Would Like to Use Your Current Location

Don’t Allow  OK
Revolution
Regierungsgebäude in Cairo
Al-Tahrir Square
 Cairo, Egypt

Stunden: Wahrscheinlich geöffnet (Les dir anzeigen, wenn Personen einchecken)

Besucher Insgs. insgesamt Ch.
300  733

http://4sq.com/ekMMf  TEILEN

Ähnliche Orte wie Revolution
El Mogamaa
Tahrir Square, Downtown (Tahrir Square)

Maspiro
Komité El-Nile

Omar Makram Mosque
Tahrir Sq.
THANK YOU!

www.moritzqueisner.de

@moritzqueisner

Post Media Lab, Center for Digital Cultures
Leuphana Universität Lüneburg

Image Knowledge Gestaltung. An Interdisciplinary Laboratory
Cluster of Excellence Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin
“Obama” Would Like to Use Your Current Location

[Buttons]
- Don’t Allow
- OK
Connect with civic activists, volunteers and funders to kickstart your community.

Explore Featured Content >
Next a man may test a space suit in a three-stage rocket. Perhaps he will pilot stage three after it breaks away and speeds into space. He will go too fast to feel the pull of gravity.

His body will lose all its weight. He will float around the cabin, if he isn’t strapped in place. Will the first space traveler like the ride? When he lands, he will tell us.